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I. INTRODUCTION

To issue remedial orders based on the ’348 patent, the Commission would need to: 

First, overturn Administrative Law Judge Gildea’s correct finding of noninfringement; 

Second, preserve ALJ Gildea’s incorrect finding that Samsung could target 

Third, determine that the statutory public interest factors permit Samsung to use a “declared 

essential,” FRAND-committed patent to seek an exclusion order; 

Fourth, determine that Samsung had discharged its FRAND licensing obligation for the ’348 

patent despite (a) never making any specific license offer to Apple for that patent before bringing an ITC 

complaint, (b) eventually demanding (after Apple repeatedly requested FRAND terms) a portfolio rate of 

2.4% of the average sales price of every iPhone and cellular iPad—a demand that Samsung maintained all 

the way through the ALJ’s Initial Determination, but has now abandoned, and (c) ignoring the 

Commission’s direct request to provide a specific license rate for the ’348 patent, 

; and 

Fifth, make factual findings on licensing issues based on a record that is incomplete because 

Samsung has repeatedly shifted positions after the hearing and after the ALJ’s initial determination.  

In these circumstances, no remedy should issue.  At a bare minimum, a remand would be 

necessary to explore the many new issues presented by Samsung’s changing positions.   

But if the Commission were to conclude otherwise, all parties agree that any remedy would not 

apply to Apple products containing either (1) a Qualcomm baseband processor, or (2) no baseband 

processor.  Samsung never accused such products, and now has affirmatively disavowed any such claim.  

Thus, if the Commission determines to issue a remedy—and respectfully, it should not—that remedy 

should expressly exempt products containing a Qualcomm baseband processor or no baseband processor. 
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consumers reliant on the GSM network and (b) the availability of Apple’s service and repair or 

replacement units for both in- and out-of-warranty accused iPhones and cellular iPads.  Id.

A. Apple’s Public Interest Arguments Should Be Considered. 

Samsung argues that, because Apple did not previously argue “that the public interest factors 

enumerated in 19 U.S.C. § 1337(d)(1) should preclude issuance of remedial relief if a violation is found 

with respect to all four asserted patents,” it should not be able to do so now.  (SS 4/3 Br. at 4.)  That is 

incorrect.  Whereas prior briefing on public interest issues in this Investigation addressed all four asserted 

patents and all accused products, the Commission has now “determined to seek additional information” 

and has specifically encouraged submissions from “[p]arties to the investigation” regarding the public 

interest implications of remedial orders relating to just the ’348 patent and a subset of the accused 

products.  Apple’s April 3 Submission properly addresses the disproportionate adverse public interest 

impact of remedial orders on GSM carriers and iPhone customers who rely on the GSM network.  (Apple 

4/3 Br. at 13-16.)   Because Apple’s response to Question 1 is directly responsive to a question posed by 

the Commission, it should be considered.   

Samsung also suggests that, because “the scope of relief relating to the ’348 patent is limited to a 

small percentage of Apple’s [wireless devices and tablets],” it cannot raise public interest concerns.  (SS 

4/2 Br. at 4.)  Setting aside Samsung’s incorrect assumption about the percentage of Apple’s devices at 

issue (discussed below), as explained in Apple’s April 3 Submission, remedial orders relating only to the 

’348 patent—i.e., the disproportionate impact on GSM carriers and GSM iPhone customers vis à vis 

CDMA carriers and CDMA iPhone customers—would have significant adverse effects on competitive 

conditions in the U.S. cellular market and U.S consumers.  (Apple 4/3 Br. at 13-16.)    

B. Samsung’s Incorrect Assessment Of The Volume Of Affected Products 

As discussed in Apple’s April 3 Submission, the volume of products that would be affected by 

any remedial orders relating to the ’348 patent is significant.  In 2012,  were 

sold in the United States, of which were the iPhone 4 (AT&T).  (Apple 4/3 Br. 

at 13.)  Also in 2012,  cellular-enabled tablets were sold in the United States, over 

 of which were the iPad 2 3G (AT&T).  Id.  Samsung concedes that it does 

not have “Apple’s recent sales numbers” but nevertheless contends that the number of iPhones that would 
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be affected by any remedial orders is “ ” and that the number 

of iPads that would be affected is “minimal.”  (SS 4/3 Br. at 5-6, 8.)  . 

Apple’s U.S. iPhone 4 (AT&T) sales of  units in 2012 represents 

of Apple’s 2012 U.S. sales of the iPhone 4 (all versions), iPhone 4S, and iPhone 5.  (Ex. Q [Buckley 

Decl.] at ¶ 4.)  Moreover, Apple’s U.S. iPad 2 3G (AT&T) sales of  units represents 

 of Apple’s 2012 U.S. sales of cellular-enabled iPads.  (Id. at ¶ 5.) 

QUESTION 2. 

A. Products Authorized To Use The Technology Claimed In The ’348 Patent 

In Question 2, the Commission requested that the parties identify “third, fourth, and later 

generation products (if any) [] currently available in the U.S. market that are authorized by Samsung to 

utilize the technology covered by the asserted claims of the ’348 patent.”  Apple and Samsung agree on 

the three categories of products that may meet these criteria: (1) Apple’s iPhone and iPad products that 

are not accused of infringing the ’348 patent; (2) Samsung’s products offered for operation on GSM 

networks; and (3) other manufacturers’ products offered for operation on GSM networks.  However, 

Apple, Samsung, and the Staff disagree on the scope of the products that fall within each of those 

categories, and the extent to which those products are acceptable substitutes for the accused Apple iPhone 

and iPad products.

First, with regard to Apple’s products, Apple and Samsung agree that the currently available 

Apple iPhone 4 (CDMA version), iPhone 4S, iPhone 5, iPad 2 3G (CDMA version), cellular iPad third 

generation, cellular iPad fourth generation, cellular iPad mini, and all versions of WiFi-only iPads are not 

accused of infringement of the ’348 patent, and therefore would not be affected by any remedial order 

based on that patent.  (Apple 4/3 Br. at 17; SS 4/3 Br. at 9.) 

Apple further agrees with Samsung that, for consumers who are not dependent on a GSM 

network, the iPhone 4 (CDMA version) and iPad 2 3G (CDMA version) are acceptable substitutes for the 

equivalent accused AT&T (GSM) versions of the iPhone 4 and iPad 2 3G.  Apple also agrees that the 

non-accused Apple iPhone 4S and iPhone 5 and later generation iPad products provide multiple 

improvements over the accused AT&T versions of the iPhone 4 and iPad 2 3G, including increased 

processing power, upgraded camera, increased storage capacity, and improved display (SS 4/3 Br. at 9).  
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However, as Samsung itself indicates, those later generation products are not available at the same price 

point as the accused iPhone 4 (AT&T version) and iPad 2 3G (AT&T version).  (See Apple 4/3 Br. at 18; 

SS 4/3 Br. at 10 (identifying other manufacturers’ products, but not Apple’s, as “substitutable mobile 

devices at comparable price points”).)  

Second, with regard to Samsung products, Samsung indicates that between five and ten models of 

Samsung smartphones are currently offered by each of the GSM carriers that would be affected by an 

exclusion order against the accused iPhone 4 (AT&T version) (see SS 4/3 Br. at 9 (citing Ex. H (Mulhern 

Decl.) at ¶¶ 22-26)), and that three models of Samsung tablet computers are offered on the AT&T 

network (see SS 4/3 Br. at 9-10 (citing Ex. H (Mulhern Decl.) at ¶¶ 35-36)).  Samsung otherwise ignores 

the Commission’s request in Question 2 that the parties identify the alternative products that “utilize the 

technology covered by the asserted claims of the ’348 patent.”  In fact, of the five to ten models of 

smartphones identified by Samsung as available at each of the four GSM carriers, only one—the Galaxy 

Exhibit 4G offered by T-Mobile—is among the 15 models of phones identified by Samsung as its 

domestic industry products for the ’348 patent.  (See ID at 531, 547 (listing claimed DI Products for the 

’348 patent); SS 4/3 Br. at Ex. H (Mulhern Decl.) at ¶¶ 22-26 & Exhibits 7-10 (listing smartphones 

offered at GSM carriers).)  Furthermore, Samsung did not identify any of its tablet computers as a 

domestic industry product practicing the ‘348 patent.  (See ID at 531, 547.) 

The Staff presents a list of Samsung devices it characterizes as “smartphones” that operate on the 

AT&T network (Staff 4/3 Br. at 7), but “takes no position” on whether any of these devices actually 

practices the technology covered by the asserted claims of the ’348 patent.  (Id. at 7 n.10.)  Moreover, the 

Staff’s list erroneously includes devices, such as the Rugby II Cell Phone and the Rugby III Flip Phone, 

that lack the features associated with a smartphone, and are not identified by either AT&T or Samsung as 

smartphones.  (See id. at Ex. 7 [Samsung listing of “AT&T Cell Phones”]; SS 4/3 Br. at Ex. H [Mulhern 

Decl.] at ¶ 29 & Ex. 7.)  

Third, with regard to other manufacturers’ products, Samsung generally asserts that several other 

manufacturers offer smartphones and tablet computers in the U.S. market, but does not attempt to identify 

any of those as authorized to utilize the technology covered by the ’348 patent.  (SS 4/3 Br. at 10.)  In 
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particular, Samsung provides no information on which, if any, of the other manufacturers’ products are 

licensed under the ’348 patent.  (Id.)

For its part, the Staff identifies smartphones offered by 

  (Staff 4/3 Br. at 7-8.)  However, while 

B. Substitutability Of Products Authorized To Use The Technology Claimed In 
The ’348 Patent 

As discussed in Apple’s April 3 Submission, other devices available at comparable price points 

for a GSM network, such as certain Samsung smartphones, will not be substitutes for the accused devices 

for many consumers; only other Apple products enable access to the same library of software applications 

and offer interoperability with other Apple devices, including through the iCloud service.  (Apple 4/3 Br. 

at 18; Ex. A [Boyette Decl.] at ¶ 11; Ex. B. [Higgins Decl.] at ¶ 10; Ex. C [4/3 Tallon Decl.] at Ex. C-19 

[“10 Great Apps That Are Still Exclusive to the iPhone”], Ex. C-21 [iCloud Availability on Apple iOS 

Devices].)

The Staff acknowledges this, noting that “in the smartphone and tablet markets, ‘platform loyalty’ 

is a significant factor.”  (Staff 4/3 Br. at 8.)  While the Staff then seeks to downplay the importance of this 

factor (id. at 9), the evidence it has presented fully substantiates the significance of this consideration for 

many consumers: 

With an app ecosystem that transfers seamlessly between devices, 
consumers may become accustomed to a consistent interface and media 
experience that makes them more likely to stick with the same platform 
when it’s time for a device upgrade. 

(Staff 4/3 Br. at Exhibit 3 (comScore, Mobile Futures in Focus 2013, at 31).)  In short, continued access 

to the Apple “ecosystem” is an important consideration for many consumers, reducing the extent to which 

alternative devices provide an acceptable substitute. 

QUESTION 3. 

A. The Effective Date Of Any Remedy Should Be Delayed By Five Months To 
Allow Affected Carriers And Suppliers To Transition To New Products. 
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As discussed in Apple’s April 3 Submission, a five-month delay of the effective date of any 

remedial order is appropriate to allow affected carriers and suppliers time to adjust to the effects of the 

remedial order and transition to new products.  A five-month transition period is consistent with the 

approach adopted by the Commission in a prior investigation involving mobile phones, see Personal Data 

and Mobile Communication Devices and Related Software, Inv. No. 337-TA-710, Comm’n Op. at 78-83 

(Dec. 29, 2011), and necessary to allow time for identification of suppliers, qualification testing, internal 

and external approvals, and sourcing of alternative products.  (Apple 4/3 Br. at 20-21; Ex. A [Boyette 

Decl.] at ¶ 14; see also Ex. B. [Higgins Decl.] at ¶ 13.) 

The Staff likewise suggests that a four-to-six-month delay in the effective date of any remedial 

order is appropriate to mitigate the adverse impact on competition and on consumers that would be caused 

by the remedial orders sought by Samsung.8  (Staff 4/3 Br. at 6-7, 10-11.)  Particularly in the context of 

this Investigation, where a finding of infringement has yet to be made, a delayed effective date is 

appropriate.    

B. Any Remedy Should Contain an Exception for Service, Repair, and 
Replacements.  

As discussed in Apple’s April 3 Submission, the Commission should include an exception for 

service, repair, or replacement in any exclusion or cease and desist order it may issue as a result of this 

Investigation.  Such an exception is necessary in order to mitigate the harm that would otherwise be 

inflicted on innocent consumers and businesses that invested in the accused Apple products before any 

finding of infringement.  (Apple 4/3 Br. at 21-22; Ex. A [Boyette Decl.] at ¶¶ 13, 15; see also Ex. B. 

[Higgins Decl.] at ¶¶ 12, 14.)  Both the Staff and Samsung have previously acknowledged the 

appropriateness of an exception for articles used for service and repair.  (StaffRCQ at 24-25; SSRCQ at 

46.) 

In its brief, the Staff suggests that any exclusion order be narrowed by excepting imports of 

refurbished products for repair and replacement under contract or warranty.  (Staff 4/3 Br. at 11.)  For the 

reasons set forth in Apple’s April 3 Submission, however, the exception for service and repair should 

extend to both in-warranty and out-of-warranty repairs and service, and not be limited to repair or 

                                                      
8  Samsung’s April 3 brief is silent on the appropriateness of a delayed effective date for any 
remedial order. 
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replacement under contract or warranty.  (Apple 4/3 Br. at 21-22.)  Apple has sold 

of the accused iPhone 4 (AT&T) and  of the accused iPad 2 3G (AT&T) since their 

release in June 2010 and March 2011, respectively.  (Apple 4/3 Br. at Ex. H [Buckley Decl.] at ¶ 7.)  

Consumers have a need for out-of-warranty service; the state of California, for example, has codified this 

public interest in its statute requiring manufacturers to maintain a supply of replacement parts for a period 

of seven years after sales are discontinued.  (See id.)   

QUESTION 5. 

Samsung’s account of the parties’ license negotiations is both incomplete and inaccurate.  

Samsung fails to offer any reasoned explanation for the only licensing demand it made during the 

proceedings before the ALJ, and provides an inaccurate recitation of its shifting positions since then. 

A. Samsung Does Not Even Attempt To Defend The 2.4%-of-ASP Demand On 
Which It Relied During Proceedings Before The ALJ. 

Samsung’s account is perhaps most notable for what it omits: nowhere does Samsung defend its 

license demand of 2.4% of the average sales price (“ASP”) of every iPhone and cellular-enabled iPad—

which was Samsung’s only declared-essential patent license offer made before the ALJ issued his ID.  

Samsung’s brief makes no attempt to justify the amount of this demand, 

  (See, e.g., SS 4/3 Br. at 17.) 

This explanation ignores both the law and the facts.  As a legal matter, FRAND does not permit 

parties to 

  That is why Apple has made public submissions laying out its FRAND licensing 

policy.  (Ex. C [4/3 Tallon Decl.] at Ex. C-31 [ETSI Apple submission, Mar. 20, 2012]; id. at Ex. C-32 

[Apple contribution to International Telecommunication Union on FRAND, Jan. 24, 2013].)   

As a factual matter, over the course of this Investigation and other cases between the parties, 

Samsung did not treat the 2.4%-of-ASP demand 
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  (SSPostHB at 241 (emphasis 

added).)  Exhibit CX-1589C is the 2.4%-of-ASP demand.  Samsung cited no other offer, and indeed there 

was none to cite, in arguing that Samsung had complied with FRAND and that the Commission should 

issue an exclusion order against Apple as an “unwilling licensee.”   

Similarly, Samsung’s commitment to the 2.4% demand was on display in last summer’s jury trial 

between Apple and Samsung in the Northern District of California, where each side asserted patents 

against the other.  Samsung not only sought to use the 2.4% offer as a basis for calculating asserted 

damages for two patents Samsung had declared essential to the UMTS standard, just like the ’348 patent, 

Samsung’s damages expert opined that 2.4% (or more) of ASP was an appropriate rate for even a single 

patent:   

Q.  For right now, sir, your opinion of 2 to 2.75 of the entire price is what 
you’re recommending to this jury for even just one patent; correct? 

A.  Yes. 

(Ex. C [4/3 Tallon Decl.] at Ex. C-22 at 3159:3-7.)  Samsung requested $290 to $399 million in damages 

for its two declared-essential patents asserted against Apple in that trial.  (Ex. S [4/10 Tallon Decl.] at Ex. 

S-1 [Tr. Trans. (Aug. 16, 2012)] at 3125:2-24.)  The jury found that Apple did not infringe those patents, 

and awarded no damages. 

Samsung likewise introduced the 2.4%-of-ASP offer into evidence in courts across the world.  

(See, e.g., Samsung Says Apple Infringes Its Third-Generation Patents ‘Structurally,’ Bloomberg (Sept. 

26, 2011) (noting Samsung’s 2.4% demand in the Netherlands), available at http://www.bloomberg.com/ 

news/2011-09-26/samsung-says-apple-infringes-its-third-generation-patents-structurally-.html.)  Yet 

Samsung’s submission wholly ignores the manner in which Samsung used the 2.4%-of-ASP demand as a 

basis to seek both exclusionary remedies and excessive damages in courts worldwide. 

B. Samsung’s Shifting Positions Are Procedurally And Substantively Defective 
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* * * * *

Finally, from a procedural perspective, although basic flaws in Samsung’s various licensing 

demands are evident even on the existing record, a full exploration of the implications of Samsung’s 

shifting proposals would require re-opening discovery.  By waiting until after the hearing had 

concluded—and the ALJ had issued his Initial Determination—before discarding its 2.4%-of-ASP 

demand and  Samsung deprived Apple and the Staff of the opportunity to take 

full discovery and present evidence on these new positions.  Any fact-finding on these issues would 

require remand.  

QUESTION 6. 

Samsung’s description of its existing licenses to declared-essential patents concedes (explicitly or 

implicitly) several important points.   
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In short, Samsung’s descriptions of its existing licenses provide no support for its license 

demands from Apple.  Indeed, as Apple’s licensing expert Richard Donaldson—former licensing 

executive at Texas Instruments, with long experience negotiating FRAND licenses—explained in his 

analysis of the Samsung licenses, the financial terms in these license actually support Apple.   

QUESTION 7. 
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